We show that if there is any normal screenable space which is not paracompact, there is one which is not collection wise normal.
We use space to mean a Hausdorff topological space. If a normal Moore space fails to be paracompact (and metric) it does so because it it not collectionwise normal [1] . If a normal screenable space fails to be paracompact, it does so because it is not countably paracompact (or countably metacompact) [2] . A recent (consistency) example of a normal screenable nonparacompact space is collectionwise normal [3] , and a natural observation of Tall is that normal screenable spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to paracompact sets. Thus the following question arose: are all normal screenable spaces collectionwise normal? The purpose of this note is to prove that the answer is no, assuming the existence of any normal screenable nonparacompact space X. Imitating the construction of "Bing's G" [4] we construct a normal screenable space consisting of some isolated points together with a closed discrete family of co, copies of X which cannot be contained in disjoint open sets. We thus construct a machine which, for each A", constructs a G* as follows:
I. Assume that A1 is a normal screenable nonparacompact space. all ß ¥> a and x E X. Then ({g E G \ g(A) E [0,1)} n F) C {fay\y G K} C Fa.
Thus the map from Fa to X defined by fax -x is a homeomorphism. Also Fa is both open and closed in F and {Fa \ a E co,} is thus a closed discrete family in G.
Lemma 1. G is normal.
Proof. Suppose H and K are disjoint closed sets in G.
We want disjoint open sets containing H and K, respectively. Since the points of G -F are isolated we can assume that (H U K) C F. Since X is normal and the map fax -* x is a homeomorphism, for each a E co,, we can choose a continuous sa: X - Lettea= U {«.>£«}.
We let G* be the set of all g in G such that Observe that F C C7*. Since the points of G -F are isolated, G* is a closed (and hence normal) subset of G. Lemma 2. G* is screenable.
Proof. Suppose that U is an open cover of G*. We want to construct a a-disjoint refinement V of U covering F. Then V U {{g} | g G C* -F} will be a a-disjoint refinement of U covering G*. C W, and W C\ W = 0. So, by (2) in the definition of C7*, no g G G* is in (Kw n K-wYihence «/,nr=0.
Next, suppose W E %ain and W E olJSßin for some a ¥= ß in co,. Since /I v G £""
and AXtt E dßn (the /1Ah being defined with ß rather than a, fixed), by (1) of the definition of G*, there is no g G G* in t/^ D Uw,. Thus W* n W* = 0 ; and our proof that the members of c\in are disjoint is complete. Lemma 3. G* is not collectionwise normal. If we can show that g E Ua D Uß our proof is complete. By (2) , if g G G*, g G Ua. If for some / <j and k < i, A'pi = Aak, then /laA: = Aßk and /l^ = A'al and, since xa G T}.o, A'al(a)(xa) E B¡. Thus, since g(A'ßl) = Aak(a)(xa) = /l'a/(a)(xa), g(/l^) G 5;'. This, together with (3), shows that, if g G G*, g G ¿7^. So it remains to prove that, g G G*.
